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NBC Connecticut Welcome to the new NBCConnecticut.com! As you can see, we've given the site a facelift overnight - our desktop and mobile sites look completely different this morning than they did last night. Not only that, but they're fed by a brand new rear end. This new site is intended to be a user's hive. We use modern design with a clean interface so that you can easily find the content you want and
it is easy to read or view when you do. We built the back end up from the ground to do it faster for you. Here are some highlights: The home page has a new clean look that highlights the most important stories at the top and groups stories by topic as you scroll down the page. The iconic cityscape backdrop atop the page's roots top stories of the city itself. Live videos, including newscasts and breaking
news events, are easy to find. When we live live, you'll find the video in a prominent spot at the top of the page, right next to the lead track. Our weather widget remains a prominent spot on the website, so you can access our exclusive radar technology and weather forecasts to plan your day (and your wardrobe). The weather sheet has been redesigned to make it easier for you to get the basic information
you need, including the hourly forecast, our meteorologists' latest forecast and a 10-day forecast. When we dig deep into the topic, including the great stories our NBC CT research team and NBC CT meets, we have special articles designed to best highlight the storytelling elements. These articles blend together text, video, and graphics to create a gripping user experience. Special events, such as the
Olympics, the Golden Globes and the presidential election, look like special events. We have created a special home page to highlight these events when they happen. We've also made changes at the back end that you can't see but that make your experience better. In particular, our publishing system is much easier to use, so that more journalists in our newsroom can contribute to digital platforms. This
means that the reporter who knows the story best can own it across all platforms, get you important information about your TV, computer or phone. We have also simplified the templates that feed the site and make it fully responsive. This will make it easier for our development team to maintain the site and develop new features together. So what you're seeing right now is the foundation - we're looking for
ways to make this experience better for you. Speaking of which, we want your feedback. Like a new look? You hate it? Is there a feature you want to see? Let us know. We have decided to continue to build our digital platforms to make NBC Connecticut the best local news experience. NBC Connecticut's Kerri-Lee Mayland is taking a medical leave from the station. (Image via Shutterstock)
CONNECTICUT - NBC Connecticut anchor Kerri Lee Mayland rests on broadcast with an undisclosed health problem, he announced this week on social media. Mayland, who has been at the station for 10 years, says he has been battling woe for some time, but over the past year, his condition has taken a serious toll on his work schedule. I really miss seeing you every day on TV, and have with my
incredible colleagues do what we do especially at a time like these, wrote Mayland, a woman and mother of two, on Facebook. But despite my best efforts, it's time to listen to your doctor's orders right away and take care of a health condition that has been burning for some time. The past year has become quite permanent making the camera every day impossible. Mayland didn't say when he'd return to the
air, but he has every intention of doing so in the future. But now my doctor is in charge until I get back to doing what I love most - sitting next to Kevin Nathan, telling his stories and being there for all of you, Mayland wrote. Thanks to so many of you who have reached out for a hand, I'm not going anywhere, and would love to continue hearing from you. Mayland is a TV news veteran with more than 25
years of experience covering stories from Arizona to Boston, stops in Washington D.C. and Philadelphia among other communities, according to his bio. He and his family live in central Connecticut, and in addition to his busy journalism career and home life, Mayland also runs AirBnB in Litchfield Hills. Shannon Miller is a weekend morning anchor at NBC Connecticut. You can check her Saturday and
Sunday mornings, and report weekends from Wednesday to Friday. Shannon is passionate about giving a voice to people to create a positive change. He feels a great responsibility and privilege that he can help viewers and bring them justice. The biggest story of his career so far was coverage of a kidnapped and murdered real estate agent in Little Rock, Arkansas. Shannon interviewed the accused killer
hours after his arrest and later in an exclusive prison interview. The statements he made on camera were used as key pieces of the prosecutor's case. Shannon was called to witness the trial, which ultimately led to a wrongly sentenced to death for the suspect. Shannon also covered the aftermath of a tornado in Joplin, Missouri, one of the deadliest twisters in U.S. history. Shannon comes to NBC
Connecticut from KARK/FOX16 in Little Rock, Arkansas, where she was a weekend night anchor and reporter. Before that, he worked as an anchor in the morning at KOLR10 in Springfield, Missouri. He started at KNWA in Fayetteville, Arkansas. In his spare time, Shannon enjoys running and has a passion for mentoring young women. He feels at home in Connecticut, enjoying everything the state and
New England have to offer. AddressWVIT-TV – NBCConnecticut.com1422 New Britain Avenue, West Hartford, CT 06110 PhoneMain: 860-521-3030News: 860-313-6300 Email us Nathan co-anchors 4:.m and 5:30 p.m. evening newscasts at NBC Connecticut. Since joining NBC Connecticut in 1996, Kevin has won 11 New England Emmy Awards and has received 47 Emmy nominations. Through Kevin's
passion for storytelling, breaking news and finding local connections to his coverage, he has reported from NBC Connecticut across the country and around the world. From election night to inauguration day, from dulos's murder investigation to the coronavirus pandemic, to the field anchoring major weather and community events to cover the congressional baseball shooting in Alexandria, Virginia, and live,
local coverage of the five Olympics - Kevin has shared some of Connecticut's happiest and saddest moments over the past 25 years. Before becoming a news anchor, Kevin spent two decades as NBC's Connecticut sports director and announced directly from five Super Bowls, seven World Series and many UConn men's and women's basketball teams trips to the Final Four. He was selected Connecticut
Sportscaster of the Year 7 times by his peers. In addition, Kevin was a side-line reporter for the UConn Football Radio Network, hosted Sports Talk on WTIC Newstalk 1080 and performed as a sports anchor at WNBC in New York. He also worked on air television stations in West Virginia and Utica, New York. Kevin graduated from Dickinson College in 1990, where he was named Division III All-American
at safety. As a senior, he broke the school record with 10 interceptions on the Red Devils' 1989 undefeated team. He captained his college baseball team for three years. Kevin attended Phillips Andover High School in Massachusetts. He is originally from Long Island, but spent part of his childhood in New Hampshire. Kevin spends most of his free time giving back to the community. He has been a board
member of several local charities and has volunteered to emcee and host hundreds of events across the country. Kevin and his wife Kristine are proud parents of three children: Ryan, Brynn and Katy. When he doesn't spend time with family and close friends, Kevin loves a good book, works, works and goes to the beach. Follow Kevin on Twitter or Facebook, or send him an email
kevin.nathan@nbcuni.com. (Image via Shutterstock) CONNECTICUT - A pair of former NBC Connecticut news reporters separately have landed new jobs at various TV stations, two announced on their social media pages. The news was first reported by Laurel. Father Gutierrez, a graduate of Northwestern University, says he is leaving NBC Connecticut's position at NBC New York City. I've had the honor
of informing you, Connecticut. Thank you to all @nbcconnecticut and our viewers at home for welcoming me with open arms and teaching me as much of my time here 1/2 pic.twitter.com/p88sDBoggn- Father Gutiérrez (@isagutierreznbc) December 31, 2019 I'm so excited to be staying in the NBC family as I'm going to be in my next chapter Much more than what I do to come... But right now I have to
pack! Father Gutiérrez #reporterlife #journalist #nbc (@isagutierreznbc) 31. I'm going to miss this incredible Father Gutiérrez (@isagutierreznbc) 31. The move is a homecoming of sorts for Kuriakose, who worked for NBC Connecticut six years ago before moving to WTXF-TV in Philadelphia, Pa., and is now back in Connecticut. In addition, his work has appeared on KTBC-TV in Austin, Texas, and WRBW-
TV in Orlando, Fla., among other stations. Thank you for being so warm and hospitable! So happy to join this incredible team Sabina Kuriakos (@SabinaKuriakose) December 2, 2019 Gutierrez and Kuriakose haven't been the only Connecticut television personalities on the move in recent months. Jodi Latina was scheduled to return to WTNH on Jan. 3 after a stint as New Britain Mayor Erin Stewart's chief
of staff. Former WTNH anchors Scott McDonnell and Mario Boone also recently left the station for new opportunities, and last spring, longtime NBC Connecticut reporter Hanna Mordoh parted ways with the station, among others. Times Square is almost empty for this year's ball drop, but millions will likely tune in online. Here's how to watch for free. Free.
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